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Abstract:  Voting process is right of every human being and this process is such complex and tedious process which involves lots 

of people in it. Previously voting can be done by using Paper-desk method and ballet method soon after age of internet introduced 

then EVM (Electronic Voting machine) comes in picture. But this EVM based voting has some security and the tampering related 

issue then EVM got banned in many countries like France ,England, Iceland ,later on Estonia comes with Internet based voting(E-

Voting) but this method is vulnerable to cyber-attacks like DDos attacks and Middle man attacks because it is based on the 

centralized system. Such problem needs to be tackle for making voting process secure and transparency then it observed that 

Blockchain Based voting can able to overcome the drawbacks which is present in EVM based voting system. Blockchain 

Technology is distributed public ledger which is in decentralized manner means Blockchain Technology does not need a central 

authority and it used hashing algorithm which make it nearly impossible to hack and immutable. E-voting using Blockchain 

Technology can overcome all the issues which are present in traditional voting process. Once the vote casted then it cannot be 

altered or tampered. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Voting is the said to be backbone of the democracy countries for their development by choosing right candidate can lead to great 

achievements hence elections are take places from very long time. The voting was carried out by using ballet method but that 

process is very time consuming and the duplication vote also take place [2]. 

The new age of internet comes and a new method of voting which is EVM (Electronic Voting Machine)are being used voting but 

tampering and security issue still the same and many countries even banned the EVM [4]. 

E-Voting is said to be more secure than the EVM but still it vulnerable to cyber-attacks. Such issues are the reason that people 

cannot trust the traditional voting process which ultimately suggest that we need another voting system which does not have the 

problems which are present in current voting system. When the Blockchain comes in existence it is found that using such technology 

in voting we can solve the problems which were present in the previous voting system.   

The idea behind Blockchain Based e voting system arise when the Blockchain technology comes in existence. This Blockchain 

technology is distributed public ledger and has the characteristics of the decentralization, transparency and immutability [1]. 

Blockchain Technology is more secure than the centralized system and overcomes the security and tampering issues-voting based 

on Blockchain eliminates the used of the central authority and eliminate cyber-attacks involved in centralized system [3].  

Smart contract is the business logic behind voting process, using web3 API and node.js provide good interfaces for the uses for 

better understanding of the process-voting based on Blockchain technology uses public key and private key. This is also used to 

authenticate the person is authorized or not. The idea behind the E-voting is similar to the digital wallets [4]. Once the vote is casted 

only public key will be visible to all and identity of the voter remains unknown to everyone. Blockchain is chain of blocks and this 

blocks stores the vote and connected to the other block and protected by the hashing algorithm even if someone has access to the 

terminal he cannot tampered the vote after is has been casted. 
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II. SYSTEM MODELS 

 
 

i. Blockchain Technology 

 
The idea of the Blockchain technology is discovered by the scientist Stuart Haber and the W.Scott using cryptography secure chain 

concept to store the document. Later on in 2008, Satoshi Nakamoto public paper based on cryptocurrency known as Bitcoin and 

give concept of distributed Blockchain. The study of Blockchain was steady and has scope in Finance and trading sector later on in 

2013 Vitalik Butrin introduced Ethereum which has smart contract technology and now Blockchain technology can be used in other 

sector rather than finance or trading 
 

ii. Smart Contract 

 
Smart contract the business logic (code or programmed) used in the Blockchain technology. This smart contract and executed when 

the precondition met and once they get deployed it cannot be modified [1].The feature of smart contact was developed in Blockchain 

2.0.This smart contract are written using language 
 

iii. Web 3.0 

 
Web 3.0 is the iteration of the World Wide Web and it is decentralized technology. Web3.0 runs on the Blockchain technology and 

this is trustless and permissionless system introduced by Gavin wood along with the Ethereum Blockchain.  
 

 

 

III. REVIEW ON BLOCKCHAIN VOTING 

 
There are many practices are made to introduce many variations in electronic and online voting system which are used many 

techniques and methodologies. Where some are gives promises about confidentiality and integrity to system but after research and 

testing, they have many vulnerabilities. Important purpose of voting system is to privacy of voters and their voting information. 

Also it is also required to emphasize on Advanced system is find for Managing and controlling the whole voting system. Many 

system which guarantees secured electronic and online voting system their basic approach is taking votes with the help of electronic 

devices and online portals [2]. 

It provides security to voting data with the help of different encryption and decryption techniques. In this previous voting models 

and architecture they operate on centralized system approach. And centralized system sometimes have security issues. Just like 

because of when we collect data in centralized system we take a risk about data storing and security [9]. Also it can be controlled 

unfairly. So for overcoming this problem we take help of Blockchain. Blockchain is distributed ledger that stores all processed 

transaction in chronological order. Also the traditional databases are maintained by a centralized or single organization, they also 

have to control all over database and also they able to do changes unfairly in database [1]. 

 They have complete control on it.They also have the ability to manipulate with the stored data, to censor otherwise valid changes 

to the data, or to add data fraudulently. For most use cases, this is not a problem since the organization which maintains the database 

does so for its own benefit, and therefore has no motive to justify whether unethical practices in database’s contents. There are other 

use cases, such as a financial network, where the data being stored is too sensitive and the motive to manipulate it is too enticing to 

allow any single organization to have total control over the database [4]. Even if it could be guaranteed that the responsible 

organization would never enact a fraudulent change to the database there is still the possibility that a hacker could break in and 

manipulate the database to their own ends. 

Blockchain Technology solves this problem by Creating a network of nodes of means network of computers. Each node is stored a 

database copy. Also they have a set of rules. Which define the order in which nodes may take turns adding new changes to the 

database. In this way, all of the nodes agree as to the state of the database at any time, and no one node has the power to change the 

data .Hence the integrity of database is get maintained by it.This special characteristics gives us powerful database with security. 

The Blockchain further requires that an audit trail of all changes to the database is preserved, which allows anyone to audit that the 

database is correct at any time [5]. This audit trail is composed to the individual changes to the database, which are called 

transactions. 

 A group of transactions which were all added by a single node on its turn is called a block. Each block contains a reference to the 

block which preceded it, which establishes an ordering of the blocks. Hence because of it also called as Blockchain [1]. Blocks hold 

batches of valid transactions that are hashed and encoded into hash value and each block includes the cryptographic hash of the 

prior block in the Blockchain, linking the two. The linked blocks form a chain. A Blockchain establishes the order in which 

transactions were applied to the database so that anyone can verify that the database is accurate by rebuilding it from scratch and 

verifying that at no point was any improper change made. 
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comparison between traditional voting and blockchain based voting. 

 

Traditional Voting Blockchain Based Voting 

EVM(electronic voting machine) are been used 
Blockchain Interface with Ethereum Virtual machine and 

smart contract will be used. 

Need a Central authority to take decision and control on 

everything 

No central authority will required, it will publicly distributed 

leger 

Vote can be tampered Vote will not be tampered 

Security is less Security will be more  

Confidentiality and Integrity of vote get compromised Confidentiality and Integrity of Vote surely will be maintain 

 

 

 
 

fig. 1 flow chart for voting and registration 
 

 

IV. CHALLENGES IN SYSTEM 

 
a. Scalability: 

Blockchain Technology is complex to design, if large peoples get involved the scalability issue will be rise. It is hard to scale 

the Blockchain network result is that Blockchain Network becomes dull for the users. 

 

b. Skill Person are Required : 

Blockchain is complex in nature and required validators and the miners to run blockchian network without any interruption 

from the external sources hence skilful person are needed to maintain Blockchain network to run without any failure. 

 

c. Speed of internet: 

Blockchain network need high speed internet connection to run without any interruption. In many region the access for high 

speed internet connection in not evolve to that extent which is needed for the blockchian so It may be hindrance our proposed 

system. 
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V. CONCLUSION 
 

Our proposed E-voting based on Blockchain provided more security and transparency than existing voting process. Smart contract 

are immutable code or programmed are used to add functionality in voting process and web3 libraries provide great Blockchain 

based framework for performing e-voting. The Vote Cast by the voter permanently stored and never be tampered by anyone and 

the identity of the voter will not be disclose to anyone. Smart contract with Blockchain network protects the anonymity and the 

confidentiality of the votes. This E-voting based on Blockchain is the voting process on which people and rely on and trust that vote 

is casted to right person and never been tampered. 
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